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Figure 2: Grasping System using Sensor Feedbacks

To integrate these two phases, we propose a sensor
feedback grasping system. Figure 2 shows an outline of
the integrated system. This system consists of two layers.
In the high layer the evaluation functions for grasping is
calculated. This evaluation uses both visual and tactile
information. In the low layer the motion control using
sensor feedbacks is executed. We discuss the evaluation
method in Section 4, and the motion control method in
Section 5.

3 Kinematics of Virtual Contact Model

As preparations, fundamental equations for grasping
are derived from contact relationships. We assume the
point-contact model [7]. Conventional models assume
complete contact, which means all �ngers are in contact
with an object. By adding the idea of \virtual contact",
we develop the model so that they include non-contact
phase.

Considering a point rdk 2 R3 on a �nger and a point
ruk 2 R3 on a manipulated object, both expressed in the
base frame (Figure 3), these points satisfy the equation
as

rdk � ruk = nu
k lk = �nd

klk; k = 1; 2; � � � ;mc; (1)

where k is the number of the contact point. A vector
nu
k 2 R3 is the normal vector on the object, and nd

k 2
R3 is the normal vector on the �nger. The minimum
distance between the �nger and the object is expressed
as lk 2 R. We call lk the \contact distance". And we
call ruk and r

d
k the \virtual contact points". If lk = 0, the

virtual contact point k is equal to the ordinary contact
point.

Then linear velocities of virtual contact points can be
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Eqn. (6) is the basic equation of grasping. If lk = 0,
the contact constraint _



If the functions "velocity1 and "
velocity
2 are minimized,

grasping is realized that contact velocity at each con-
tact point become minimum when the object is moved.
This means that it is di�cult to separate �ngers from an
object. Then if there are enough contact points, object
motion is constrained. This corresponds to the \form
closure" without slip. If the functions "force1 and "

force
2

are minimized, grasping is realized that contact forces
become minimum when external force is applied to the
object. This means that grasp is robust against distur-
bances. Then if there are enough contact points, object
motion is constrained. This correspond to the \force
closure" without friction. If the functions "passive1 and

"
passive
2 are minimized, grasping is realized that passive
joint torques are minimized when contact forces are ap-
plied to �ngers. If the functions "active1 and "active2 are
maximized, grasping is realized that joint torques applied
to the object actively are maximized.

By combining these functions, the functions for desir-
able grasping is de�ned as:

Function of Grasp Condition

"grasp = f("force1 � "
force
2 ; "

passive
1 � "

passive
2 ;

"
velocity
1 � "

velocity
2 ; "active1 � "active2 );(18)

where function f() expresses the linear summation of each
element or each inverse element.

4.2 Function of Contact Distance

We evaluate the contact distance on the virtual con-
tact points with the following function:

Function of Contact Distance

"contact =
1

2mc

lTMll; (19)

where Ml 2 Rmc�mc is a weight matrix. If complete
contact is achieved on each virtual contact point, the
value of this function equals zero.

5 Grasping Algorithm

In this paper we de�ne the \optimal grasping" as
the grasping process, in which the evaluation functions
about both the grasp condition "grasp and the contact
distance "contact are minimized. In this section a plan-
ning algorithm for optimal grasping is proposed. This
algorithm uses the evaluation functions in Section 4. In
this algorithm position and shape of hand is gradually
changed using sensor feedback.

5.1 Optimal Planning using Evaluations

Assuming that the object does not move during grasp
motion, namely _c = 0. Substituting this into Eqn. (6),
the equation of virtual contact is derived:

G _q = _l; (20)

where G = NT [J H ] 2 Rmc�(m�+6), q = (�T ; pT )T 2
Rm�+6. We call a vector q the \hand parameter", which
is a controllable parameter.

By using the generalized inverse of G, the equation of
the hand parameter is derived:

_q = G+ _l + (I �G+G) _x; (21)

where the �rst term is the particular solution and de-
pends on the derivative of the contact distance. The
second term is the solution of G _q = 0 and _x is an arbi-
trary vector. Each contact distance is invariable during
motion by the second term.

We adopt Eqn. (21) for planning grasp. By using
evaluation functions "grasp and "contact in Section 4, the
planning in each step is calculated as

qk+1 = qk + �k�k; (22)

�k = �cG+ @"
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Figure 5: Compensation for Object Motion

The constraint of compensation is that the matrix T c
p

is constant. Under this constraint the derivative of Eqn.
(24) is shown as

_T b
p = _T b

c T
c
p : (25)

The homogeneous matrices _T b
p and _T b

c can be respec-
tively expressed by the palm wrench vector p and the
wrench vector of the center of gravity c. This relation-
ship is shown as

_p = V p
c _c: (26)

We add this equation to Eqn. (23) to compensate for
object motion as

qk+1 = qk + �k�k; (27)

�k = �cG+Mll � g(I �G+G)
@"

@q

grasp

+V q
c �c; (28)

where V q
c = [Om�

V p
c
T ]

T
.

5.3 Grasping of Virtual Object Model

If a robot hand is far from a manipulated object,
we cannot use the proposed method because virtual con-
tact points do not exist. This problem is solved by con-
sidering the \virtual object model" (Figure 6). In this
method, an object model is virtually considered near a
hand and grasping motion is executed to this model. By
bringing the virtual model to the real object while grasp-
ing the virtual model, grasping motion and approaching
motion can be simultaneously executed.

model
virtual object

1cc 0

real object

c

Figure 6: Grasping of Virtual Object Model

First the orbit and the velocity of the gravity center
c of the virtual object model are determined. Then the
increment�c should be substituted in Eqn. (27) instead
of the increment the motion of the real object. If the real
object is moving, the summation is substituted as

�c = �creal +�cvirtual; (29)

where �creal is the increment by the motion of the real
object, �cvirtual is the increment by the motion of the
virtual object.

Grasp motion from a remote place is executed by us-
ing this method. It is necessary to consider occlusion
between �ngers and the object, but this problem will be
considered in future.
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This system consists of a controller and robot sys-
tems. In the controller, we adopt a DSP (TMS320C40)
as the processor, which has the ability to execute high
speed calculation and to communicate with other pro-
cessors. We construct a high speed controller with a
parallel architecture using a network of DSPs. This net-
work is connected with many interface ports. Through
these ports the controller is connected with the robot
systems,, which consists of an active-vision system and
a hand-arm system.

The active vision system has the high speed visual
processing system SPE (Sensory Processing Elements).
The experiment of high speed target tracking is executed
on this system [10]. The hand-arm system consists of a
7-axes manipulator and a dextrous hand.

Our grasping algorithm needs much computational
power and high speed feedback, then our 1ms feedback
system is suitable for this experiment.

7 Experiment

7.1 Experimental System

We use the 4-�ngered dextrous hand in the 1ms feed-
back system. The palm of the hand is �xed and only
the �ngers can move. The hand has a potentio meter
and a force sensor at each joint. By using these sensors
the position and the contact force at each �nger tip can
be measured. Because this hand does not have a tactile
sensor now, we use these sensors for obtaining the posi-
tions of contact points instead. Assuming only �ngertip
contact, these parameters can be calculated. For vision
we use a CCD camera because high resolution is needed
in this experiment. The system is shown in Figure 9.

In this experiment we use the evaluation function of
contact distance and the evaluation function of contact
velocity. The planning method described in Section 5
is used. Because it is di�cult to execute both control
and estimation at the same time we adopt the algorithm
shown in Figure 10. In this algorithm the time interval
of position feedback control and force feedback control is
within 3ms. But visual feedback is executed only 1 time
every 600 steps and tactile feedbac
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Figure 11: Results of Hand Planning
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Figure 12: Result of Evaluation Values

constrained against the orientation of the normal vectors
of contact planes. This result matches the property of
the evaluation function of contact velocity.

Figure 12 shows how evaluation functions vary with
time. In this �gure both evaluation functions go to zero
and these two values are minimized in parallel. When
the object is moved, the values of evaluation functions
become temporarily high. But new parameters are es-
timated by visual feedback so that evaluation functions
go to zero again. After estimation using visual and tac-
tile information the values of evaluation functions also
become high. This is because of estimated errors. How-
ever in this case optimization is also executed and these
values go to zero again.

These results shows that this system is robust against
errors and disturbances because they are compensated
by sensor feedback. There is a problem that motion
of the hand wings if estimated values swing. To solve
this problem it is necessary to use estimation that it can
be executed in real-time and whose estimated errors are

small. This problem will be considered in future.
In this experiment we cannot show the e�ectiveness of

algorithm in high speed grasping because the sensors are
slow. But now a high speed vision chip is being developed
in our laboratory. If such high-speed sensors are realized
the validity of our algorithm can be demonstrated.

8 Conclusion

A grasping algorithm using visual and tactile feed-
back is introduced. This algorithm is robust against dis-
turbances and e�ective in all grasping phases, that is
both contact and non-contact phase.

The algorithm consists of two parts. One is an evalua-
tion function of grasping. This can be be easily included
in the sensor feedback loop and evaluate grasping in both
the contact phase and the non-contact phase.

The second part is a planning method of grasping.
We propose a new method deriv


